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Introduction
The South Baltic States Cruise Management Seminar (SBS-CMS) Programme is an integral part of the
3rd Work Package of the JOHANNA project. This part comprises an analysis of the available courses
and training programmes related to the passenger transport market, in addition to polls concerning
the needs and expectations of future cruise ship managers (Report D 3.1.). A training programme has
been developed on the basis of the information collected, encompassing the fundamental topics and
issues critical for the attainment of goals expected of cruise ship managers. Due to differences in
student knowledge in regard to how the sector functions, which is primarily a result of their education,
it was assumed that participation in the training programme should enable students from various fields
to systematise and expand their knowledge of the key aspects of the industry, while also offering them
an opportunity to acquire additional skills which are indispensable for managers.
Therefore, the project involved the drafting of a basic curriculum consisting of ten thematic modules,
supplemented with relevant practical elements, which together form the model scope of the course.
The original idea for the Cruise Management Seminar was for it to function as a summer course
managed by Gdynia Maritime University and supported by other project partners.
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic necessitated major changes in the planned project. The first
phase originally involved in-class instruction, which is why the content of the course and the related
organisational efforts were oriented at establishing a summer course. However, the extension of the
restrictions, primarily those imposed at the international travel, necessitated the abandonment of the
in-class model in favour of an online course.
This transition was a major challenge both in regard to the content of the course, as well as its
organisational and technical aspects. An important issue was preserving the practice-oriented nature
of the programme, considering that direct contact between participants, tutors and experts had
become impossible due to the pandemic, and the same applied to the organisation of the practical
segments of the programme.
In regard to lecture classes, the experience of GMU and HOST in organising online lectures proved
invaluable. In addition, the proliferation of remote learning rendered it possible to involve industry
experts familiar with this form of communication. A similar solution was applied to the issue of practical
classes, which were replaced with four dedicated tutorial videos consisting of recordings of study visits.
Other technical methods and solutions were also utilised to best present various aspects of sea cruises.
The Cruise Management Seminar ultimately took place online from 18 October to 4 November 2021,
and was attended by 60 students from Poland, Sweden, Germany and Russia. The classes were taught
by seven lecturers (from GMU and HOST), as well as five external industry experts. The course involved
the creation of four tutorial videos, which are available online on the JOHANNA project website.

Chapter 1
Content of the SBS Cruise Management Seminar
1.1. Global Experiences in relevant Cruise Management education
& training
Global experiences demonstrate that cruise management education and training assume a wide variety
of forms, including in regard to length, payment models, topics covered and the type of institution
which offers it. Studies concerning cruise management education have demonstrated that
the available programmes range from those which match the criteria of levels VI and VII of the
European Qualifications Framework, to short programmes which provide participants with knowledge,
competences and skills without any formal requirements related to obtaining a particular degree.
Studies conducted on the global cruise management education market led to the identification of more
than 100 education and training programmes which fit the broad definition of cruise management.
After an initial assessment of the source materials, a decision was made to continue the analysis while
focussing on 79 programmes due to their availability and credibility.
The majority of the cruise management programmes (nearly 42%) were offered by European countries
(33 programmes), 55% of which were not member states of the EU (Great Britain, Switzerland,
Liechtenstein), with the remaining 45% being members of the EU (Germany, Greece, Poland, Sweden).
The second-largest continent in regard to the number of cruise management training programmes and
courses is Asia, with a 25.3% share in the global educational offering. Among these 20 programmes,
the majority were offered by India (11 programmes), followed by Malaysia (4 programmes), China
(3 programmes) and Sri Lanka (2 programmes). In North America, the 15 courses offered by the USA,
along with the 2 programmes offered by Canada, constitute 21.5% of the global cruise management
education offering. In the case of Australia and Oceania, 7 programmes were identified (4 in
New Zealand and 3 in Australia), which constitutes nearly 9% of the global educational offering.
The fewest cruise management programmes were identified in Africa, where only the Republic of South
Africa offers 2 such courses.
Cruise management education programmes are offered by universities, private businesses,
international organisations, as well as associations and federations of cruise service providers. Among
these, universities offer the largest variety in regard to forms of education. Universities offer secondcycle programmes (full and part-time), first-cycle programmes, as well as post-graduate programmes
and specialised courses, including e-learning courses. Institutions which are not part of the education
sector, including businesses, international institutions, and associations and federations of cruise
service providers, offer primarily vocational and specialisation courses in the form of traditional
training programmes, taught either at that organisation’s headquarters or remotely in the form of
e-learning courses.
As far as courses are concerned, the length of the course/training programme depends on the topics
covered. The shortest courses identified last 7 days (organised by the American Hospitality Academy
in Summerland Key, Florida, course name: Cruise Line Professional Course). The majority of courses
and training programmes last between 3 and 4 months (such as the Diploma in Cruise Galley

Operations offered by the Culinary Academy of India Affiliated to Osmania University, and the Cruise
Industry Management course offered by Griffith University in Queensland, Australia), while the longest
courses last up to a year (e.g., the Certificate in Cruise Operations and Services course offered
by BERJAYA TVET College in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia). The pricing varies and depends on the topics,
length of the course and the purchasing power of the currency in which the pricing is set. In general,
the lowest prices were identified for courses offered in Asia (particularly India), and the highest in the
USA. In many cases, it was impossible to determine the price of the course, as the training centres
refrain from publishing such data on their websites, and refused to respond to questions included
in our questionnaire regarding the pricing of their services.
A study of the cruise management curricula led to identification of the distribution of education forms
higher than level V of the European Qualification Framework. The varied forms of higher and
professional vocational education are dominated by professional courses (30 identified, constituting
38% of all forms of education). The second-largest form was first-cycle programmes (27 programmes
identified, constituting 34.2% of all forms of education). The third-largest form was e-learning courses
(13.9%), which is probably a result of the COVID-19 pandemic which began in early 2020.
Among those universities which offer study programmes focussed on cruise management and aimed
at students who aspire to become managers, special attention was paid to the programme offered
by Alba Graduate Business School in Athens. Its “Tourism Management” second-cycle programme
“is designed for: entrepreneurs in tourism business, members of family tourism business, tour guides,
travel agencies (air, land and sea), event and conference organizers, cruise makers, leisure and
entertainment organizers, real estate developers”. The programme lasts from 12 months (full-time)
to 24 months for part-time studies, which assumes the form of evening classes via synchronous
distance learning. The tuition is 12,500 euros, and the purpose of the programme is “to blend the
requisite specialist operational knowledge and skills, with advanced managerial competencies, in order
to educate the new generation of tourism executives. It emphasizes the cross-cultural, moral, ethical,
institutional and environmental issues in the management of tourism organizations, while covering all
specialized business and operational skills”. A more detailed educational offering analysis was
conducted in relation to two European universities from non-EU countries. The first of these was the
Swiss Business School for International Hotel & Tourism Management, which offers the two-year
programme Diploma in Hospitality & Cruise Ship Management (tuition cost EUR 14,000).
The programme trains highly skilled specialists possessing extensive knowledge of hospitality and
cruise ship leisure management. The curriculum offered by the Swiss Business School for International
Hotel & Tourism Management consists of courses which teach how to interact with customers directly:
the Cruise Ship Industry, Customer Service & Effective Communication, Cruise Ship Basics, Front Office
Operations, Housekeeping Operations & Application, Food & Beverage Service Management, Food
& Beverage Practical’s, Culinary Theory, Property Management Systems, Managerial Accounting and
Essential IT and Research Skills. The programme also involves an internship at a five-star hotel.
The second-year focusses on topics which are indispensable for managers: Cruise Operations Food
& Beverage, Operations Management on Cruise Ships, the Business & Management of Ocean Cruises,
Financial Accounting, Human Resources Management, Organizational Behaviour Hospitality, Tourism
& Events, Marketing & Sales and Fundamental Methods of Enquiry. Second-year internships take place
aboard a cruise ship. Also, worth discussing is the curriculum offered by the University of Plymouth:
Cruise Management is offered by Plymouth Business School BSc (Hons) Cruise Management. The annual
tuition is GBP 14,600 for foreign students, or GBP 9,250 for UK citizens. The programme focusses
on hospitality (first year curriculum: Tourism Environments and Tourist Behaviour, Spa and Resort
Management, Introduction to Sustainable Tourism, Hospitality, Events and Cruise Management, Cruise
6

and Hospitality Operations, Tourism Industry: Principles and Practice, Management and Employability
Skills. Second-year students gain knowledge of the following subjects: Tourism Environments
and Tourist Behaviour, Spa and Resort Management, Introduction to Sustainable Tourism, Hospitality,
Events and Cruise Management, Cruise and Hospitality Operations, Tourism Industry: Principles
and Practice, Management and Employability Skills. The third year comprises the following courses:
Tourism Environments and Tourist Behaviour, Spa and Resort Management, Introduction
to Sustainable Tourism, Hospitality, Events and Cruise Management, Cruise and Hospitality Operations,
Tourism Industry: Principles and Practice, Management and Employability Skills. The programme
also involves an internship aboard a cruise ship or at a hotel.
An analysis of the higher education offering of JOHANNA project partners demonstrated that
universities in countries on the Baltic Sea also offer courses which train essential cruise management
staff. Such study programmes are offered at three German universities (Hochschule Stralsund, School
of Business Studies, Hochschule Wismar, Faculty of Economics, Hochschule Bremerhaven), one Polish
university (Gdynia Maritime University), as well as one Swedish university (Linnaeus University
in Kalmar). Among the German programmes, the 4-year Bachelor’s studies in the field of Cruise Tourism
Management, offered by Hochschule Bremerhaven, are the studies which best fit the cruise
management profile. Gdynia Maritime University, in addition to ship operation and transport system
programmes, offers a programme aimed at future tourism managers – the 3-year Bachelor’s studies
in the field of Tourism and Hospitality. The Swedish Linnaeus University in Kalmar, on the other hand,
offers the International Tourism Management Programme, Specialization in Cruise Management,
which is a three-year first-cycle programme focussed on the following areas: hospitality management,
event management, destination management and entrepreneurship in tourism. Students in this
programme are offered one of two specialisations: Tourism studies and Cruise Management.
Graduates of the latter specialisation can attend certifying courses in maritime science for work
on passenger ships and in cruise tourism.
Students and attendees of these programmes and courses bolster the ranks of many organisations
operating in the cruise service sector. Cruise management education service recipients can be divided
into four groups: those employed aboard a ship and responsible for cruise participant service; those
employed by businesses which organise cruises; those employed by businesses which offer services
for cruise ship passengers; and those employed by businesses offering services aimed at cruise ships.
The studies conducted, particularly those focussed on curriculum structure, formed the baseline
for the curriculum of the Cruise Management Seminar established as part of the JOHANNA project.
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1.2. Overview of Skills and Competences of Cruise Coordinators
Required by the Sector
One of the main aspects of developing a professional qualification programme for cruise coordinators
is to align the content with the needs and challenges of the labour market and the cruise industry.
The insights of practitioners, together with the expertise of the project partners and the continuous
exchange with institutions, allow us to define a set of core competences to be included
in the professional training programme for cruise coordinators.
The relevance of this research lies in the need to provide a conceptual framework for the development
of a professional training programme for cruise coordinators in the Southern Baltic Sea region.
In addition to the practical and theoretical expertise of the project partners, the perceptions
of practitioners bring valuable insights to identify the core competences and skills needed
to successfully perform the job, and to identify possible gaps between the reality of the market
and the content of current educational programmes.
The purpose of this survey was to identify the skills, competencies and requirements for working
as a cruise coordinator in the Southern Baltic Sea region from the perspective of those who carry out
this activity on a daily basis. Similarly, participants were asked to assess the skills and competencies
of their new colleagues or new staff in general in order to identify current strengths and gaps in cruise
coordinator training.
To identify these skills, competencies and requirements, a survey was conducted under the guidance
of the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund. With the support of all project partners, a questionnaire
was developed to identify the most relevant educational areas for cruise management. The survey was
aimed at people currently working as cruise coordinators, especially in the southern Baltic Sea region.
Based on the responses of 28 practitioners and experts, an indicative picture of the skills, competences
and requirements of cruise coordinators was drawn up.
The survey took place online between June 2nd, 2020 and June 21st, 2020 and was conducted using
the QuestorPro software.
It is important to highlight that the purpose of the study was mainly to gather insights from
professionals and experts in the area of cruise coordination and management, rather than to conduct
a representative study of the industry or the labour market. Taking this into account, as well as some
limitations of the data collected (e.g. size of the sample, response rate), this study does not intend
to portray a representation of the entirety of cruise coordinators in the Southern Baltic region
or in Europe, but instead to present an indicative picture of the skills, competences and requirements
of cruise coordinators based on the answers of a few practitioners and experts. These insights
are useful for JOHANNA’s partners to identify current challenges and qualification gaps, which
can be addressed in the development of the professional training program for cruise coordinators.
In order to analyse the information regarding the five dimensions, a score was assigned
to each of the parameters (-1 low, 0 medium, 1 high) and the mean value of each aspect was calculated,
from which relevance and assessment coefficients were obtained. The overall mean of each dimension
was determined and after calculating the deviations of each aspect, the corresponding rankings
were produced.
In the dimension “Destination”, the two most relevant aspects for working as cruise coordinators

were the knowledge of local attractions and sites of interests and the knowledge of local events
and entertainment options. Additionally, these two aspects are considered as the areas in which new
cruise coordinators are best prepared. Conversely, the management of guest flows and the knowledge
of accommodation facilities in the destination cities are the two least relevant aspects for the exercise
of the job of a cruise coordinator. In the same way, these two aspects are considered to be the areas
in which new cruise coordinators are less prepared.
In the dimension “Stakeholder management”, fostering relationships, cooperating and communicating
effectively with local tourism authorities/offices and tour operators were ranked as highly relevant
for the exercise of the job of a cruise coordinator. Similarly, new cruise coordinators are best prepared
to manage relations with these two stakeholder groups. In contrast to foster relationships, cooperation
and effective communication with tour guides, tour guides companies and the city administration were
ranked as least levant for the exercise of the job of a cruise coordinator. Additionally, new cruise
coordinators are less prepared for fostering relationships, cooperation and effective communication
with cruise lines and city administration.
In the dimension “personal skills”, service orientation, and flexibility and adaptability were ranked
as the most relevant skills for working as a cruise coordinator. New cruise coordinators are best
prepared in the areas of teamwork and service orientation. On the other hand, decision-making skills
and technology interaction were ranked as the less relevant personal skills for being a cruise
coordinator. New cruise coordinators are usually less prepared in the fields of decision-making
and negotiation skills.
In the dimension “Business operations”, general knowledge of the tourism business and understanding
of the industry, and the impacts and sustainability of tourism are the most important skills in the area
of business operations, for the exercise of the job of a cruise coordinator. Marketing and tourism
impact and sustainability are the areas in which new cruise coordinators are better prepared.
Nevertheless, revenue management and budgeting were ranked as the least relevant skills
for exercising the job of a cruise coordinator. Likewise, these two are the fields in which new cruise
coordinators are less prepared.
In the dimension “Port management and technical skills”, knowledge in the areas of cruise
management and cruise operations, and laws and regulations for maritime tourism are the key skills
for the exercise of the job of a cruise coordinator. Cruise management and cruise operations
and specialised software are ranked as the aspects in which new cruise coordinators are better
prepared. However, maritime logistics and specialised software were considered the least relevant
aspects for the exercise of the job.
When referring to the relevance of the dimensions for performing the job, the data showed a generally
positive trend towards the five dimensions. The scores were higher than zero for all five dimensions,
meaning that they are considered at least of medium relevance for the exercise of the job of a cruise
coordinator.
Concerning the assessment of the abilities of new cruise coordinators, a similar positive trend
was evidenced. However, it is important to highlight that the dimension “Port management and
technical skills” obtained a score of “low relevance” (a score below zero).
The three most relevant aspects for performing the duties of a cruise coordinator were identified
as: Knowledge of local attractions and sites of interest (destination); service orientation (personal
skills); and fostering relationships, cooperation and effective communication with local tourism
authorities and tourism offices (Stakeholder Management).
9

In contrast, the three least relevant aspects for performing the duties as a cruise coordinator fall
in the dimension Port Management and technical skills, namely: Handling with specialised software,
Maritime logistics, and maritime affairs in general.
When assessing the skills of the new cruise coordinators, the three highest rated skills were teamwork,
service orientation and foreign languages, all three belonging to the personal skills dimension;
the lowest rated skills were maritime tourism law and regulations, maritime logistics
and port management, all three belonging to the port management and technical skills dimension.
In general terms, the study provided important insights into the relevance of skills for the successful
performance of cruise coordinators’ duties. It is well known that any professional training program
should be integral and promote skills development along with theoretical contents. Additionally,
the results of the study clearly indicate how important the complementarity of both skills development
and theory is in practice.
In addition, the survey provided both general and specific insights into the dimensions and particular
aspects that should be given special attention in cruise education, enabling us to set priorities
and develop a training programme even more tailored to the current state of the cruise sector.
These insights complement the expertise of the JOHANNA partners in both academia and industry,
in order to design and implement a qualification program that provides its students with all of the tools
they need to be successful in this field, and whose contents truly meet the requirements of the market
and fill gaps in cruise coordinator education.
This general picture of practitioners’ perceptions definitely enhances our understanding
of the competencies and requirements that the cruise coordinator position demands,
as well as the challenges that they face in their daily activities.
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1.3. SBS Cruise Management Seminar & Summer Course in Gdynia
The pilot edition (Summer Course) of the CMS held at the Gdynia Maritime University was planned as
a test for the designed educational programme. The pilot edition makes it possible
to define real activities and practical effects resulting from the course, which constitutes an important
verification of the achievement.
Taking into account the draft scope, as well as limitations related to the implementation of the task,
the pilot edition was prepared as per the following assumptions:


duration totals 1 week (5 days);




number of course participants totals about 30 people;
combination of theoretical and practical knowledge and gaining proper experience
and basic skills by the participants;



lecturers coming mainly from GMU and other entities and institutions constituting partners
in the Johanna project;



involvement of experienced specialists (e.g., voyage coordinators, ships’ agents, tourist
officers, etc.).

Knowing the time-related limitations regarding the pilot course, preparations were made to define
its draft scope, where the key element involved defining the amount of mandatory time required
to implement the basic course items, i.e., lectures, practical exercises, technical visits and local visits.
In this way, efforts were made to balance the clearly educational, theoretical and practical activities
with actions demonstrating the real challenges and aspects of the tourism market operations
in the maritime cruise ship transport sector.
Taking into account the University experience in providing courses and trainings for students, a draft
structure of the course was suggested, comprising:
1.
2.
3.
4.

10 lecture modules (80 min each);
4 modules of practical exercises (120 min each);
two technical visits (5 hours in total);
three local visits (8 hours in total).

As for the technical visits, a visit to a seaport was planned, where the port representative would have
an opportunity to present the practical challenges related to cruise ship services. The second visit
would be held aboard a vessel where a crew member would show the participants key elements of the
ship and explain the passenger service process.

1.4. Structure and Proposed Modules of the Summer Course
As a result of the completed research and analysis (described in points 1.1. & 1.2) as well as during
the consultation and works on the draft SBS-CMSC programme, the ten following modules were
defined:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

External technical services & supply & documents;
Cruise Operations Management & Port Authorities;
Cruise industry overview;
Developing tourist packages for cruise travellers;
Cruise Passenger Behavior & Customer Service;
Consumer research in the cruise industry;
Cooperation & team training;
Cruise ships entrance check-in & documents;
Cruise ships pre-visit checks, approaching, anchoring & berthing;
Tourism Destination Management.

Taking into account the basic thematic scope for each module, the draft structure of time assigned
to particular issues was assessed, taking into account, at the same time, the nature of classes
was selected (Fig 1).

Figure 1. Timetable of SBS-CMSC

Source: own elaboration.
The next stage of preparing the curricula for the course involved the development of a draft scope
of individual thematic modules in the framework of syllabuses.

Chapter 2
SBS Cruise Management Seminar in Gdynia
2.1. Dedicated education and training at Gdynia Maritime University
Gdynia Maritime University is Poland’s largest state maritime university, established more than 100
years ago to train maritime and land personnel. It is among the highest-ranking maritime universities
in the world. The University combines maritime education experience with advanced technologies,
innovative teaching methods and state-of-the-art curricula. It meets global requirements for the
education of trade fleet officers set out in the STCW convention, and its general education quality
management system is compliant with the ISO 9001:2015 standard.
Gdynia Maritime University offers full-time, part-time and post-graduate programmes, as well
as internships. It also offers additional education for maritime officers and specialists in the form of
various qualification and specialisation courses.
Its programmes are offered by 4 faculties: Electrical Engineering, Marine Engineering, Navigation,
and Management and Quality Science, whose research and education efforts comprise 9 study
programmes and 43 specialisations. Every faculty is eligible to confer doctorates, and the Faculty
of Electrical Engineering and the Faculty of Management and Quality Science are also eligible to confer
the habilitation postdoctoral degree. A total of approx. 4000 students are enrolled in the programmes
offered by Gdynia Maritime University. They are taught by researchers, lecturers and practising
experts, which guarantees the highest possible teaching standards. This finds confirmation in student
satisfaction polls, which indicate programme satisfaction levels as high as 90%.
An important part of increasing the quality and effectiveness of education on all levels is the teaching
facilities and specialised laboratories available at the university, including state-of-the-art simulators
for manoeuvres and navigation, engine rooms and transhipment operations. Gdynia Maritime
University also owns three ships: the tall Ship “Dar Młodzieży”, the research and training vessel
“Horyzont II”, and the research vessel “IMOR”, which is adapted for nearshore and shallow water
operations. These vessels are used to host internships, specialisation courses and training sessions
attended by maritime university and school students from Poland, Europe and the rest of the world.
Post-graduate programmes and qualification/specialisation courses are an important
part of the educational offering of Gdynia Maritime University. Post-graduate programmes are offered
by individual faculties and are specialised in their scope. The following post-graduate courses
are currently available: Logistics and international transport, Project Management and Risk
management in the maritime mining and wind power industry. In addition, March 2022
saw the establishment of Poland’s first Master of Business Administration (MBA) programme for the
offshore wind energy sector at the Faculty of Navigation. The Executive Offshore Wind MBA
programme is taught by experts on wind energy and experienced managers. The subject matter experts
are members of the Polish Offshore Wind Energy Society, our industry partners include leading OWE
businesses, and our academic partners are German and Danish universities responsible for developing
the world’s first Offshore Wind Energy MBA programme. Graduates of Poland’s first – and Europe’s
second – dedicated MBA programme receive a post-graduate MBA degree conferred by Gdynia

Maritime University, in addition to the international degree of Executive Master of Business
Administration signed by Gdynia Maritime University, University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven
and Business Academy Southwest.
At Gdynia Maritime University, qualification courses and specialised training programmes are taught
primarily by 3 entities – Cisco Local Maritime Academy, Performance Improvement College (Studium
Doskonalenia Kadr, SDK) and the GMDSS College Education and Training Centre (Centrum SzkoleniowoTreningowe Studium GMDSS). The Cisco Local Maritime Academy offers preparatory courses
for the Cisco Certified Networking Associate certificate. The Performance Improvement College offers
qualification, refresher and specialisation courses for sea vessel crew members and other individuals
involved in the maritime economy, in line with Polish recommendations and guidelines, as well as those
of STCW 78/95. The Education and Training Centre offers preparatory courses for state examinations
for all types of radio equipment operators in maritime and inland waterways radio communication,
in line with international and national regulations.
The development strategy of Gdynia Maritime University places a strong focus
on the internationalisation of research and teaching efforts. For many years now, the University
has been strengthening its partnerships with foreign research and education centres and international
institutions. Gdynia Maritime University has signed more than 30 bilateral agreements with foreign
universities for joint research and educational efforts. In addition, the University participates
in the ERASMUS+ student and staff exchange programme, which enables students to complete
a semester or an entire study year abroad at one of 46 partnered universities.
GMU has enjoyed particularly close and long-lasting partnerships with Hochschule Bremerhaven
(HB, since 1978), and Shanghai Maritime University (SMU, since 1984).
GMU and HB engage in staff and student exchanges, which has led to a number of lectures aimed
at students and their participation in joint workshops and seminars. An important example of this
effective research and teaching partnership is the “Managing Cultural Diversity in Europe” research
seminar series, which has been organised in Bremerhaven and Gdynia by students and staff members
of both universities annually for the past 18 years. For many years now, GMU students and faculty
members have also taught and attended courses offered by Bremerhaven International Summer
Course. Both universities are also involved in organising internships and traineeships for Polish students
in Germany. In 2018, the universities celebrated the 40th anniversary of this partnership.
The partnership between Shanghai Maritime University and GMU involves visiting professor and
student exchanges, joint participation in prestigious international conferences (IMECE, IEEE, IMEKO),
as well as joint publications. The main aspect of this partnership is joint participation in international
projects (Sino-Polish Joint Research Projects) focussed on priority maritime research and technology
areas, as well as joint participation in international research conducted under the auspices of such
maritime institutions as the IMO (International Maritime Organization) and the IAMU (International
Association of Maritime Universities) as part of projects facilitated by the Nippon Foundation.
The trademark achievement of Gdynia Maritime University, and one which serves as proof of the high
quality of its education and research, is the University’s participation in the EU’s largest teaching
project in Africa, which includes the establishment and development of the Academy of Fishery
and Marine Sciences in Namibe. Our faculty members have developed the organisational concept and
plan of action for the University focussed on teaching and research, programme curricula and
textbooks, and participated in designing the laboratories. Many faculty members of the new university
are graduates of second-cycle and doctoral programmes offered in Gdynia.
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Thus, Gdynia Maritime University possesses a wealth of experience organising and teaching
programmes, courses and training sessions, both in Poland and internationally. Moreover, the close
partnership with HOST during the development of the course resulted in a high-quality educational
offering.
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2.2. Development & Implementation of the Summer Course
The next step in the establishment of the summer course involved further specifying the scope
of the course, including the use of simulators and the educational facilities of GMU, as well as the
timeframe for all key aspects of the event.
At the same time, the competences and skill set of individual project partners were assessed for the
purpose of defining the areas of responsibility and selecting individuals who would be directly involved
in the development and teaching of classes. Two issues were of fundamental importance
in this context. The first was assigning responsibility for determining the scope of individual classes,
which took the form of syllabuses (a more detailed description is provided in subsequent chapters).
The second issue was creating programme elements aimed at external experts (Tab. 1).
Table 1. Modules – responsibility and lecturers’ distribution
MODULE
Tourism Destination Management
External technical services & supply & documents
Developing tourist packages for cruise travellers
Cruise ships pre-visit checks, approaching, anchoring
& berthing
Cruise ships entrance check-in & documents
Cruise Passenger Behaviour & Customer Service
Cruise Operations Management & Port Authorities
Cruise industry overview
Cooperation & team training
Consumer research in the cruise industry

RESP.
GMU (MF)
GMU (NF)
GMU (MF)
GMU (NF)

COOP.
HRO, WIS, STR, Karlskrona
MUK
HRO, WIS, STR, Karlskrona
MUK

LECTURER
EXT
GMU
EXT
GMU

GMU (NF)
HOST
GMU (MI)
GMU (MF/NF)
Karlskrona
HOST

MUK
GMU (MF)
GMU (NF), MUK
HOST
GMU (MF)
GMU (MF)

GMU
HOST
EXT
HOST
EXT/Karlskrona
HOST

In the case of external experts, topics of the modules were selected by the assigned individuals,
and then discussed with those directly responsible for their teaching. This ensured that the required
scope of information to be taught in the course was preserved, while also allowing individual topics to
be expanding on as recommended by the experts.
Due to the unclear situation caused by the pandemic in the first half of 2021, it was determined
that the summer course would take place on 13–17 September. This date was chosen for two main
reasons. No classes are taught at the University in September, which allows faculty members to focus
entirely on the project, while also rendering it easier for students to participate.
The schedule for the event involved the following tasks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Development and verification of class syllabuses (May/June 2021);
Development and implementation of recruitment procedures (June 2021);
Consultations with external experts regarding their participation in the course and the topics
of their classes (June/July 2021);
Technical and organisational matters (June 2021);
Development of an updated course curriculum (June 2021);
Development of materials for students (July/August 2021);
Development of the final course curriculum (late August 2021).

The Johanna consortium believed that it would be possible to organize the course on site, but a
pandemic situation was observed.

2.3. Organisation issues (accommodation, travel & logistics)
The organisation of the summer course required coordinating matters related to course participation,
accommodation and commuting to those classes which were planned to take place in the faculty
buildings of Gdynia Maritime University.
Several classes and simulator sessions were planned to take place at the Faculty of Navigation,
which is situated on Skwer Kościuszki Street. The remaining classes were to take place at the Faculty
of Entrepreneurship and Commodity Science, located in the main building of Gdynia Maritime
University on Morska Street. In addition to this, practical classes aboard the “Horyzont II”,
which is moored at the Indian Wharf (Nabrzeże Indyjskie), were also planned.
Due to the long distances between these locations and the time constraints, coaches would be used
for transporting course participants. These organisational efforts began to be implemented, and initial
offers were collected from contractors.
Student dormitories on Sędzickiego Street in Gdynia, near Skwer Kościuszki Street, were planned
to be used as accommodation for course participants.

Figure 2. Student hotel of GMU

Source: https://akademikigdynia.pl/dla-studentow/oferta/
It bears noting that the costs of accommodation and transport were intended to be borne
by the participants, which is why affordable accommodation was offered in University facilities.
Dormitory accommodation also included optional breakfasts.
Table 2. Accommodation prices
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Room type
deluxe double room (sea facing)
double room in the complex (sea facing)
single room in the complex (sea facing)
single room

Source: GMU

Price
EUR 60/day
EUR 50/day
EUR 40/day
EUR 40/day

Taking into account the expected participant makeup, rooms for approx. 15 attendees were initially
booked. In addition, check-ins and check-outs at non-standard hours were successfully negotiated
to match travel times.
Maps illustrating access routes were created, depicting key locations and containing the addresses
and contact data of the coordinators.
Alternatives included accommodating external experts and project members in the following hotels
situated in the vicinity:


Hotel Mercure Gdynia Centrum,



Hotel Courtyard Gdynia Waterfront,



Hotton Hotel.

Coffee and lunch breaks were also planned as part of the summer course, offered on site.
On each day of the course, a dinner was planned for all participants, teachers and organisers
for the purpose of networking, sharing experiences and strengthening partnerships. For this purpose,
a restaurant was chosen in Tricity in which such meetings could take place.
Two coordinators were selected as contact persons in organisational matters, responsible
for communicating with course participants and supporting them should they require any help from
the University.
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Chapter 3
CMS Summer Course 2021
3.1. Syllabuses & Lecturers
Syllabuses were used to make the thematic modules more detailed and developed. The syllabuses
included the basic parameters of every module, which served as the basis for the creation
of educational materials for students (Fig. 3).

Modules

Syllabuses

Student`s materials

Figure 3. Concept of development of CMS

Source: GMU
Drawing on the experiences of GMU and HOST, the scope (format) of the syllabuses was defined
to include the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Field of study/specialisation/level/form/profile/status of the course/rigour
Workload/ECTS calculation
Prerequisites for knowledge, skills and other competences
Objectives of the module
Learning outcomes for the module
Module content
Methods of verification of learning outcomes of the module
Criteria for passing
Basic & additional literature (sources of information)
Persons responsible for the modules
Other persons engaged in the modules

Every person responsible for a module determined the required scope of teaching material,
which was subsequently verified and expanded (or scaled down in the case of repetitions)
by way of consultations as part of the JOHANNA partnership.
Ten syllabuses were developed as a result, containing all of the necessary elements,
the most important of which were: the subject of the module, its goals and thematic scope.
These elements are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Objectives, aims and content of modules

Section
Consumer
research in
the cruise
industry

Objectives of the course

Aim of course

Contents of the module

The course provides an
overview of the most recent
developments in the global
cruise market, with particular
emphasis on the Baltic Sea
region, in terms of passenger
behaviour, preferences and
expectations. This will be
achieved through the analysis
of up-to-date literature and
publications of relevant cruise
associations (CLIA, Cruise Baltic,
FCCA, etc.). Students will be
confronted with emerging
trends in the industry and
market forecasts so that they
will be able to identify
challenges and opportunities
for the cruise sector in general.
The course provides an
overview of the needs and
requirements set by the Cruise
industry.
The importance of effective
teamwork & cooperation within
the local cruise organisation.
Who is involved and how can
we ensure smooth operations?
Development of competence
and team training for the staff.
The students know the types of
cruise seaports and are able to
define the port management
models and functions
performed on the cruise ship
market. The students can
conduct a diagnosis regarding
the preparation of coastal
regions for cruise vessel
handling.

The students are aware of
current developments and
innovations in the cruise sector.
Based on the understanding of
the market situation, the
students are able to deal
critically with the current
challenges of the industry.
The students are able to
identify opportunities for
improvement, especially in the
cruise market of the Baltic Sea
region.

General trends in the industry,
market overview in the period
2019–2021, innovation and
environmental sustainability in
recent years, assessment of the
impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on the cruise
business and estimations for
the future.

The students will gain a deeper
understanding of the needs and
requirements set by the cruise
industry and how to meet these
demands in the best way
possible.

General information about the
industry and its requirements
concerning shore
programs/planning. Local
Stakeholders and cooperation
between the different actors.
Planning and development of
competence and team training
for the staff.

The students can conduct a
diagnosis regarding the
preparation of seaports for the
service of cruise ships. The
students know the basic
terminology on the cruise ship
market and a general overview
of this sector of the tourist
industry.

Cruise
Operations
Management
& Port
Authorities

The course provides basic
knowledge about seaport
infrastructure, operation and
management, with a focus on
the cruise passenger facilities.
Sophisticated relation and
structures of port service are
presented. Crucial
requirements towards seaports
authorities and/or port
administration are provided.

Cruise
passenger
behaviour
and
customer

The course provides insights
into the cruise market
segmentation, the cruise
product as the central element
of the cruise experience, the
usually addressed target groups
and the customers’ motivations

The students are able to
identify the key stages of cruise
vessel and passengers service in
a seaport. The students can
recognise the particular
requirements and necessary
technical elements for cruise
operation. The students
understand the role of the port
authority in the process of
development and servicing
cruise vessels.
The students are able to
identify different target groups
of the cruise market.
The students can recognise the
motivations of each customer
segment behind their choice of
a certain cruise product.

Introduction to cruise ship
tourism – basic definitions and
terminology.
The development trends of
cruise ship and sea-side
tourism.
Leading cruise shipping
companies.
Regionalisation of cruise ship
tourism in the world.
Typology of cruise seaports.
Passenger facilities in cruise
seaports.
International cruise shipping
organisations.
Basic elements and parameters
of seaport infrastructure.
Organisational and
management structures and
models of maritime ports. Port
tariffs and fees. Passenger
service in seaports – facilities
and requirements.

Cooperation
& Team
training

Cruise
Industry
Overview
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Characterisation and evolution
of modern cruises, motivations
of cruise travellers, cruise
tourism target groups,
examples of customer
segmentation, the cruise
product, ocean cruises vs. river

Section
service

Cruise ships
entrance
check-in &
documents

Cruise ships
pre-visit
checks,
approaching,
anchoring &
berthing

Developing
tourist
packages for
cruise
travellers

External
technical
services &
supply &
documents

Objectives of the course

Aim of course

Contents of the module

to choose cruise holidays above
other tourism options. These
concepts are presented
together with a historical
evolution of the industry and
the products.
The course provides an
overview of the procedures for
cooperation with shore-side
stakeholders, including
authorities and maritime
agents. This will be achieved
through analysing regulations
governing ports of call from
different perspectives, including
ship- and shore-oriented. In
particular, immigration,
custom, quarantine, and
environmental regulations will
be in scope. Different legal
regimes will be analysed. The
students will prepare an
exemplary set of documents
required for a port visit using
the standard IMO FAL forms as
well as other forms required by
respective local authorities
(case study).
The course provides a technical
overview of the procedures
that need to be carried out to
secure a successful visit. This
will be achieved through the
analysis of readily available
information concerning a
prospective port of call. The
students will prepare
a summary of information
concerning the prospective port
of call, including the items
requiring attention and a
contact list (case study).
The course provides knowledge
in the field of planning and
preparation of tourist packages
addressed to cruise travellers.
Students will have the
opportunity to become familiar
with various examples of tourist
packages offered for cruise
travellers by cruise lines and
tour operators in coastal
destinations.

The student understands the
role of the cruise product as a
determinant of the cruise
experience.

cruises, shore excursions.

The students are aware of the
formal prerequisites for
a successful call.
The students are able to gather
relevant information from
readily available sources.
The students are able to
prepare the documents
required by authorities and are
aware of the consequences of
failing to do so.
The students are able to
identify critical technical issues
that threaten the success of a
call.

General formal considerations
related to a port of call.
Familiarisation of students with
the principles of cooperation
with authorities.

The students are aware of the
technical prerequisites for a
successful call.
The students are able to gather
relevant information from
readily available sources,
including online ones.
The students are able to
identify critical technical issues
that threaten the success of a
call.

General technical
considerations related to a port
of call. Familiarisation of
students with technical
prerequisites.

The students can analyse the
variety and the level of
attractiveness of tourist
packages offered by cruise ship
owners and tour operators in
coastal tourist destinations.

Transfer of knowledge about
ship operational parameters,
ship documentation, external
services, ship supply
organisation problems, and
documentation, as well as
problems of external services in
port, cooperation of shipservice providers; indications of
applicable regulations,
procedures and good maritime
practice in this respect.

The students are able to
identify different types of
technical services and supplies
(food, medicines, spares parts,
etc.) related to the cruisers
within the Baltic Sea region.
The students are to apply their
knowledge to formulate and
solve practical problems related
to the organisation external
services and supplies.
The students are familiar with

Regular and seasonal cruise
tour packages.
Organisation of shorex in
coastal tourist destinations.
Contractors working with tour
operators in the process of
creating tourist packages.
Variety of themed offers for
cruise travellers.
Factors affecting the price of
tourist packages for cruise
travellers.
General information regarding
external services and supplies
provided to the cruisers in the
Baltic Sea region.
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Section

Tourism
Destination
Management

Objectives of the course

The course provides necessary
knowledge in the field of
preparation of coastal regions
to support cruise ships and
cruise travellers service. The
students will have a chance to
learn a few examples of
projects led by territorial
authorities or tourist
organisations concerning the
development, promotion and
management of coastal tourist
destinations.

Aim of course
all of the necessary documents
required during the
organisation of the supply
process and external services in
ports.
The students can conduct a
diagnosis regarding the
preparation of coastal regions
for the service of cruise
travellers. The students
understand the roles that
various actors can play in the
development and management
of coastal tourist destinations.

Contents of the module

Entities involved in Tourism
Destination Management in
coastal regions.
Regional tourism development
strategies and programmes in
coastal regions and their role in
Tourism Destination
Management.
Setting overall goals for
Tourism Destination
Management.
Examples of good practice in
Tourism Destination
Management.

Source: GMU

An important element of developing the syllabuses was determining who would teach the individual
modules in the form of lectures and workshops. Acquiring professional teachers possessing both
theoretical knowledge and practical experience was a key challenge in the process of establishing
the summer course. Therefore, the partnership representatives recruited to teach the classes
had a wealth of experience related to maritime tourism, ship and port operations, as well as the travel
market. The core of the multi-disciplinary team of lecturers and trainers consisted of academics from
three universities: Gdynia Maritime University (Poland), Bremerhaven University of Applied Science
(Germany) and Stralsund University of Applied Science (Germany).
In the case of selected modules, practising experts were hired as representatives of various entities
from Pomerania directly or indirectly involved as managers or operators in the cruise market.
These included representatives of sea ports, maritime agencies, as well as local authorities of coastal
cities and local and regional tourism organisations involved in developing new tourism products
and promoting the seaside tourism market. In addition, the lecturers included cruise managers
from Swedish and Polish sea ports, as well as experienced ship agents. This interdisciplinary team
presented a comprehensive overview of the theoretical and practical aspects of the responsibilities
of cruise managers, in addition to illustrating the network of connections and relations involved
in the position.
The planning and development of the curriculum for the Cruise Management Summer Course was
time-intensive and required a great deal of effort from the organisers. Such an interdisciplinary
team of lecturers, trainers and practitioners required proper planning. The CMSC staff should possess
the necessary skills and professional experience, in addition to relevant education, at least several
years of experience in a related field and considerable research or professional achievements.
The educators should be experienced in teaching training courses or classes in English at an advanced
level.
The largest group of teachers/trainers hired to teach classes as part of the Cruise Management Summer
Course (CMSC) were university employees, making up 53% of the staff (Fig. 4), and it bears noting that
working with this group posed little difficulty. University employees eagerly teach classes as part of
various adult education training programmes, courses, workshops etc.
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13%
7%
7%
53%
13%
7%
University Staff

Local Authorities

Regional Authorities

Regional Tourist Organizations

Port Authorities

Cruise Coordinators

Figure 4. Structure of the staff employed to conduct the Cruise Management Summer Course.

Source: own study.
A slightly more difficult task was acquiring practising experts capable of creating and giving public
presentations, possessing a good command of a foreign language and expert knowledge
and experience related to cruise shipping and cruise management. In addition, trainers hired by local
governments, sea ports and tourism organisations usually have little time for additional meetings
due to their professional obligations, rendering it difficult to develop a lesson timetable for the course.
In order to guarantee the high quality of the education offered by the course, all of these factors must
be taken into account (Fig. 2 5).

Experience
at Cruise Shipping
Flexibility
of working time

Public
presentation skills

Communication
skills

Factors influencing
the recruitment of
staff of CMSC
lecturers

Presentation
experience

Knowledge
of English

Figure 5. Factors influencing the recruitment of staff for the Cruise Management Summer Course.

Source: J. Kizielewicz, A. Wilczyńska, GMU, 2022.
A major challenge for the organisers of the CMSC was the proper planning and assignment of topics
to lecturers and trainers responsible for teaching the CMSC classes (Fig. 3 6) in order to ensure optimal
education quality.
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AREAS OF
KNOWLEDGE IN CMSC

Seaports Operation
& Management
Cruise Seaports
Infrastructure

STAFF OF LECTURERS,
TRAINERS & PRACTITIONERS

Global Cruise Market
University Staff

Regional
Authorities

Port Management
Organization
Seaport External
Services

Local
Authorities

Port Authorities
Ship-Service
Providers
Cooperation
Ship
Documentation
Passengers Service
in a Seaport

AREAS OF
KNOWLEDGE IN CMSC

Cruise
Coordinators

Procedures for
Cooperation with
Shore-Side
Preparation of Coastal
Regions to Support
Cruise Ships
Tourist Attractions
& Amenities
Organization of
Shorex
Management Skills

Regional Tourist
Organizations

Effective Teamwork
& Cooperation

Figure 6. Planning the allocation of knowledge areas to staff within the framework of CMSC

Source: J. Kizielewicz, A. Wilczyńska, GMU, 2022.
Hiring practising experts to teach nearly 50% of all CMSC classes rendered it possible to present
the practical aspects of working as a cruise manager and allowed the participants to learn about
the practical aspects of developing and rendering tourism services in seaside regions. In addition,
the experts should be involved in the process of developing the teaching materials for in-class use,
and which can then become a major help in increasing the competences of professionals operating
in the travel sector of the Southern Baltic Region.
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3.2. Practical Part & Social Activities
To increase the appeal of the course, the organiser selected and planned study visits and thematic
trips, which, apart from their educational qualities, would facilitate networking between
the participants.
The technical study visits focussed on the key elements of cruise ship passenger services in sea ports
and included the following events:
1.

A study visit aboard the Gdynia Maritime University vessel “Dar Młodzieży” or “Horyzont II” (Fig.
7)(depending on their availability in Gdynia). The main purpose of the visit was to familiarise
the students with the fundamentals of the organisational and operational structure of sea vessels,
as well as presenting the practical aspects of servicing ships arriving in ports. In particular,
this involved documentation management and the formal requirements which apply to such visits.

2.

A visit to the Port of Gdynia while a cruise ship is visiting. The Port of Gdynia is one of the largest
ports in the Southern Baltic Sea, specialising in general cargo, primarily container and ro/ro cargo.
It is also the largest port in Poland which accommodates cruise ships. As the event was planned
to take place in the summer, a visit to the port was planned during a time when such a vessel
was present. Students would have the opportunity to observe the procedures and operations
involved in accommodating a ship, and could familiarise themselves with methods of passenger
service.

3.

Classes in the A. Ledóchowski Planetarium of Gdynia Maritime University, which can be considered
an interesting addition to the training curriculum.

Figure 7. The “Horyzont II” training and research vessel

Source: https://umg.edu.pl/armator/horyzont-II
Apart from the study visits, teambuilding trips were also planned to facilitate networking
and teambuilding within the group.
Taking into account the location of the summer course, the intent was also to familiarise
the participants with the local tourist attractions, including:

1.

A visit to the Gdynia Maritime Museum, which offers an opportunity to learn about
the practical aspects of guided group museum tours.

2.

A visit aboard the “Dar Pomorza” (Fig. 8), which is a branch of the National Maritime Museum
in Gdańsk.

3.

A walk along Polanka Redłowska ending in a barbecue on the beach.

The trips would involve teambuilding activities developed and conducted by an experienced JOHANNA
trainer.

Figure 8. Museum ship “Dar Pomorza” mooring at the Pomeranian Wharf in Gdynia

Source: https://umg.edu.pl/armator/statki-szkolne
An important aspect of preparing for the Cruise Management summer course
was how to get the students to cooperate as a team, since they were from several different
countries/schools and had varied experience of the subject.
Within the subject “Cooperation and team training” we planned to execute both physical lectures
as well as social activities to form a great sense of team spirit and enhance the outcome on further
group work exercises within the course.
An evening event on the Beach of Gdynia followed by a dinner was set up in the original schedule.
During this event, several components were planned.
“Who is who?”
All students (and other participants) are divided into pairs. 3–5 min interview, getting to know
each other. Name, where are you from, background, etc. Also find out something that no one else
in the course knows about your new friend. After this, all of the participants introduce their partner
to the rest of the group.


“Team work” – all participants are divided into 4 (or less/more, depending on the numbers)
groups.
Start by agreeing on a “team name”, then take a fun team picture.
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“Rope walking” – all participants are joined at the ankles with a rope and have to walk as fast
as possible from one point to another. Points are given based on the time taken.



“Big Yatzy” – the team has to get yatzy (5 die of the same value) with as few throws as
possible. Points are given based on the number of throws.



“Memory testing” – the team is shown a display of various things for a short moment.
Then the display will change, and the mission is to remember what is missing or has been
added. Points are given based on the number of correct answers.



“Blind football” – The teams meet in a final competition of blind football. Half of each team
is equipped with paper cones over their faces (with just a small opening in the front), and the
rest of each team supervises next to their teammates by giving them instructions on how to
move
to score a goal. The two teams play against each other. 10 min game in total. Points are given
based on the number of goals made.

After the different activities, a victory dinner and award ceremony for all participants was planned.
With these varied activities, we hoped to gain a well-functional group that had a laugh together
and learned how to cooperate to succeed. Good cooperation and team work are essential for success
– no matter the situation!
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3.3. Schedule Development & Assessment Procedure (ECTS)
An important aspect of developing the course was analysing possible opportunities for participants
to receive additional ECTS credits.
The ECTS credits system was introduced by the European Commission in the second half of the 1980s.
ECTS (European Credit Transfer System) is a European credit transfer system whose purpose
is to provide a uniform legal framework for study programme organisation, and also to improve
the tertiary education systems employed by European universities.
Its original purpose was to enable proper credit calculation for time spent studying abroad, and was
primarily used as part of the Erasmus programme. The European Commission intended to use the
system to promote student exchanges between universities.
ECTS also allows for:


effective partnerships between universities, as well as between academia and businesses;



simple recognition of time spent outside of the student’s home university – not only abroad,
but within the country as well;



the completion of study programmes and the development of individualised education paths,
which includes participating in international summer schools and seminars.

The number of ECTS credits received reflects the effort required from the student – the more difficult
the university course, the more credits are granted, rendering it easier for the student to complete
the semester.
It is vital to understand that the number of ECTS credits depends on the amount of effort required from
the student, and not only the number of in-class hours assigned to the course.
One ECTS credit is granted per 25–30 hours of work, and credits are calculated based on several criteria,
the most important of which are:


number of hours per class per semester;



time spent self-studying (preparing for classes, collecting materials and writing assignments);



time spent preparing for examinations and final tests;



number of student internship hours.

It is important to note that additional ECTS credits can also be earned (referred to as free-choice
credits). These are granted for participating in extracurricular activities, including seminars, summer
schools, sporting events, etc. Their number and what they can be converted into depends
on the university in question. Regulations set forth by individual universities must clearly specify
the consequences of an ECTS credit deficit or limit restrictions.
On occasion, before a module is introduced as a permanent part of a study programme, it is tested
as part of a summer or winter school aimed at students. However, it bears mentioning that gaining
ECTS credits for participating in a summer school requires standardisation, and the fact must
be included in a diploma supplement. The challenge in this context is the fact that such activities
are attended by students from different countries and universities. The number of ECTS credits should
be the same for every student, regardless of their home university. In practice, however, universities

approach this issue in various ways.
Regardless, in order to be able to grant ECTS credits for participating in summer schools or seminars,
a university must first and foremost:


formally regulate the option to add credits earned for summer schools and seminars
to the total amount of ECTS credits required to complete a semester or year.



create detailed seminar class or module syllabuses which specify the amount of ECTS credits,
in line with the principle of 1 ECTS credit per 25–30 hours of effort required from the student.

As far as the latter is concerned, the development of the syllabuses included estimating the time
required for the individual modules, as presented in Table 4. In accordance with the above principles,
the proposed thematic scope of the summer school and its workload rendered it eligible for granting
up to 3 ECTS credits.
Table 4. Calculation of ECTS for CMS
Title of the Module
Consumer research in the cruise industry
Cooperation & Team training
Cruise Industry Overview
Cruise Operations Management & Port Authorities
Cruise passenger behaviour and customer service
Cruise ships entrance check-in & documents
Cruise ships pre-visit checks, approaching,
anchoring & berthing
Developing tourist packages for cruise travellers
External technical services & supply & documents
Tourism Destination Management
Total [minutes]
Total [hours]
ECTS

Contact
120
120
120
90
120
120

Preparation
120
120
60
90
120
60

Self-study
240
180
240
120
240
180

Total
480
420
420
300
480
360

180

60

240

480

120
90
120
1200
20

120
120
240
1110
18.5

240
180
240
2100
35

480
390
600
4410
73.5
3

Source: GMU
Many Polish and foreign universities treat ECTS credits earned for summer schools and seminars
as elective (free-choice) credits. As an example, for participating in a summer school at Hochschule
Bremerhaven, students can earn 5 ECTS credits, and for attending Polish-German student research
seminars organised by Hochschule Bremerhaven and Gdynia Maritime University – 2 ECTS credits.
Unfortunately, no similar solution has been implemented by Gdynia Maritime University,
which demonstrates the autonomy of every university as far as such matters are concerned.
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3.4. Application and Recruitment Conditions
The summer school application form was created using Google Sheets, and was made available
for future course participants for approx. two weeks (June 2021). The form (Fig. 9) only included
questions that were necessary to identify potential participants and add them to the participant list,
and also to create a waiting list should the number of candidates exceed the expected number
of participants. These included: personal data (first and last name, gender, identity document
information), information regarding the candidate’s education (name of university, study programme,
study year), as well as information regarding disability. These personal data also included contact
information – the candidates’ mailing address, e-mail and telephone number. Before the form
was published, it was tested by members of the project team (Gdynia Maritime University staff).
All comments concerning unclear wording, the order of the questions and their specificity were taken
into account, and the form was amended accordingly. The final version, to which there were no more
objections, was made available for potential participants.

Figure 9. Summer Cruise Management Course – online registration form

Source: GMU
The terms of recruitment and participation were set forth in the Terms and Conditions, which regulated
the following matters:

1.

Presentations of the entities participating in the project and project identification data,

2.

General provisions,

3.

Purpose of the training programme and general rules,

4.

Course participation terms and terms of quitting,

5.

Recruitment process,

6.

Organisation of the Online School Cruise Management Seminar and two appendices:
•

Curriculum of the Online School Cruise Management Seminar.

•

List of required documents.

The Terms and Conditions included basic information about the course: the organising entity,
information regarding the project as part of which the course was taught, as well as the personal data
of the person responsible for coordinating the preparation, organisation and completion of the course.
The main purpose of the course was presented – “to acquire and improve professional competences,
acquire practical skills in the use of knowledge and professional experience by students”.
The date of the course was provided (October/November 2021), in addition to a source of important
information – the course website: https://umg.edu.pl/en/johanna.
The section “Course participation terms and terms of quitting” specified the target group of the course.
Listed there were primarily those who had attained level VI of the European Qualification Framework
(EQF), although students in their final year of first-cycle programmes were also invited to join.
It was noted that the participant should possess basic knowledge of the broadly-understood maritime
economy. Another requirement was a command of English sufficient to not only understand
the material taught, but also to be an active participant in class. The organisers specified the criteria
of participant selection should the number of candidates exceed the participant limit. The abovementioned requirements were expanded to include preferred study programmes, i.e.: Management,
Economics, Transport & Logistics, Navigation, Tourism Management and similar.
The recruitment process described in section 4 involved: filling out the recruitment form available
on the JOHANNA project website. The organiser was responsible for informing candidates about being
admitted to participate in the Online School Cruise Management Course, and to provide them
with the information necessary to access the course via the email address specified in the application
form. Those who were accepted but wished to leave the course were required to inform the organiser
about that fact via email.
The section concerning the organisation of the Cruise Management Course specified the rules
according to which the course would be conducted. These included the remote learning model
of the course and the lack of participation fees. The attendees were provided with a complete
set of documents which were part of the course – they were also notified that the training materials
were subject to copyright protection laws. It was made clear that the sharing, copying or reproducing
the materials without the consent of the Organiser, and also optionally without a separate agreement
for the use of the materials for purposes other than those intended by the Organiser (preparing
for classes, expanding and broadening the knowledge acquired in class, solidifying knowledge),
was prohibited. The requirements for obtaining a certificate of completion of the Cruise Management
Course were specified, as well as the conditions in which the Organiser may refuse to issue such
a certificate – being absent from at least half of the planned classes.
Other sections of the Terms and Conditions specified the rights and obligations of the course organisers
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and participants. The Organiser reserved the right to postpone the commencement of or cancel
the course should the number of attendees be insufficient. The Organiser also noted that, although
the curriculum was developed with great care with regard to its content and teachers, in justified cases,
a teacher could be replaced with another person possessing the required qualifications, knowledge
and experience, so that the change would have no effect on the quality of the classes
(lectures/tutorials/workshops).
The final section concerned the protection of personal data provided by candidates wishing
to participate in the course and by those who were accepted into the programme. The Organiser
guaranteed that all data received from candidates were treated as confidential,
and would not be shared with third parties, except in legally justified cases. The data subjects would
be granted access to their data and have the right to correct/change them. The Organiser also provided
the legal basis upon which they would process the sensitive personal data of course
candidates/participants.
This legal basis was Art. 6 sec. 1a and 1b of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing
of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46 / EC (GDPR)
and for receiving commercial information from the organiser within the meaning of the Act of 18 July
2002 on the provision of electronic services (Journal of Laws No. 144, item 1204, as amended).
The Organiser also noted that the classes could be documented (photos, video material)
for the purpose of reporting on the progress of the Cruise Management Course and promoting
its potential future editions on the Organiser’s websites and on social media channels.
The Terms and Conditions were accompanied by two annexes: the curriculum of the Cruise
Management Course, which contained information about the classes – the number of hours, forms of
education, topics covered, teachers, as well as the organisations represented by the educators, as well
as a list of required documents – identification documents (passport, ID card) and documents
confirming the candidate’s education level and their completed/current study programme.
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Chapter 4
From Summer to Online Course – coronavirus
outbreak
4.1. Formal Restrictions and Limitations in the SBS Caused by Covid-19
The epidemic situation in Europe changed dynamically over the months of 2021, therefore
it was constantly monitored, and various scenarios and different dates for the course were taken
into account. Due to the coronavirus pandemic and the restrictions introduced in the countries
concerned by the cooperation, for the safety and comfort of the participants, it was decided to conduct
the summer school remotely.
Considering the main restrictions introduced in Poland in 2021, the following elements
were recognised:


needs of covering the nose and mouth (masks);



keeping a minimum distance of 1.5 m from other people;



washing or disinfecting hands;



possibility to organise fairs, exhibitions, congresses and conferences with a limit of 1 person
per 15 m2,



opening of playrooms with a limit of 1 person per 15 m2,



events and gatherings – limit of 150 people,



Public transport – 75% of available places could been occupied, with the obligation to cover
the mouth and nose,

A mandatory 10-day quarantine applied to all persons crossing internal (Schengen / EU) and external
borders with Poland. There were a number of exceptions, and exceptions to this rule, thus quarantines
could be avoided by people who:


presented a negative result of a diagnostic test for SARS-CoV-2 performed within 48 hours
before crossing the border (applies to crossing internal borders);



cross the internal border as part of professional, business or gainful activities;



provide a certificate of vaccination against COVID-19 with a vaccine that has been authorised
in the European Union and at least 14 days have passed since the vaccination was performed
(applies to crossing external and internal borders);



are travelling from a country that has agreed with Poland on the rules of the movement of
people in connection with the restrictions introduced during the epidemic – at that time, this
list included only Turkey.

It is worth noting that for people who started their journey from the territory of a country outside

of the Schengen area or a country which was not a Member State of the European Union,
it was possible to shorten the quarantine period if the person obtained a negative result of a SARSCoV-2 diagnostic test after crossing the border of the Republic of Poland, but not earlier than 7 days,
counting from the time of this crossing.
From 10 July 2021, people arriving to Poland were also obliged to fill in the traveller’s location card
in electronic form.
According to the regulations in force, entry from Germany or Sweden to Poland was not subject
to further restrictions. According to the regulations in force in Poland, regulated by the ordinance
of the Council of Ministers on restrictions in connection with the occurrence of an epidemic,
and determining, inter alia, the rules of entry into the territory of the Republic of Poland, people
crossing the border and entering e.g. from the area of Germany or Sweden (moving within
the Schengen area) were generally subject to the obligation of quarantine.
From August 1, 2021, entry to Germany was only possible with a negative COVID-19 test result.
This applied to both travel by road and air travel.
Rapid antigen tests were performed at the earliest 48 hours (PCR, LAMP, TMA tests 72h) before arriving
to Germany. Rapid antigen tests had to meet the criteria of the World Health Organization (WHO),
i.e. sensitivity ≥ 80%, specificity ≥ 97%. The test result had to be in English, German, French, Spanish
or Italian.
Polish tests were valid if they were translated. The time was counted from the time the sample
was taken, not from the receipt of the result.
The EU COVID-19 Certificate was the confirmation of being a vaccinated or healed person. Cross-border
workers and persons who represent local border traffic did not need to pass such a test when crossing
the land border. However, if they arrive to Germany, they must either have a negative test result
or take advantage of another exemption.
Entry to Germany from risk areas:
The current risk areas list was available in German and English on the website of the Robert Koch
Institute. Poland was not considered as a risk area.
In Sweden from June 30, entry to Sweden from EU / EEA countries was possible with a certificate of
vaccination against COVID-19, a negative test for the COVID-19 virus or a certificate of a past COVID19 infection. The requirement was valid until October 31.
The EU Covid vaccination certificate exempted those who possessed it from the obligation to submit
a negative SARS-CoV-2 test.
Entry to Sweden without a negative test was possible after a minimum of 14 days from the receipt
of the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine.
For convalescents, the EU Covid Certificate had to be issued no sooner than 11 days after the positive
test was obtained and it was valid for a maximum of 180 days from the date of the first positive test
result. The following types of tests were accepted at the border:


antigen test,



PCR test,



LAMP test,
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TMA test.

Certificates in Swedish, English, Norwegian, Danish or French were accepted.
The following were exempt from the obligation of presenting the test:


Swedish citizens,



Persons who can prove with the relevant documents that they live in Sweden,



People under 18 years of age,



People entering Sweden from the Nordic countries, i.e. Denmark, Finland, Iceland &
Norway,



Travelling between Sweden and Poland,



Presentation of the EU Covid certificate:

Entering Sweden from an EEA country (other than the Nordic countries), persons over 18 years
of age must have presented an EU Covid certificate or an equivalent vaccination certificate, a negative
test result within 72 hours prior to arrival, or a history of coronavirus disease (antibodies).
The digital version on a mobile device and printed on paper were accepted, provided they had a QR
code containing the necessary information, as well as a digital signature to ensure that the certificate
was authentic.
The information in the certificate had to be in the official language of the issuing country and in English.
There are also certain exemptions from the obligation to have a negative Covid-19 test or EU
Certificate.
The Swedish Public Health Agency wrote in a report to the government that the society as a whole
was expected to be able to return to normal conditions in September 2021.
However, vaccinations must continue as planned and everyone must continue to comply with existing
restrictions and recommendations.
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4.2. Changing the Date and Form of the Course – New Program
The Johanna partnership decided on the change of the form of the course at the end of August.
The key aspects of the decision can be defined as follows:
1.

High level of uncertainty towards the future pandemic situation;

2.

Travelling & meetings restrictions (students, lecturers, experts);

3.

Experience in the implementation (academics) and reception (students) of online lectures
(coronavirus outbreak);

4.

Increasing participation opportunities and growth of the number of students;

5.

Failure to implement the ‘real’ practical part of the course;

6.

Limited interactivity of lecturers & meetings.

As a result, a radical change in the structure and content of the course was implemented. Obviously,
the breakdown of the modules remained the same, however the scope of planned activities needed
to be corrected.
Considering the formal elements, all of the required recruitment documentation was modified
according to the online form of the course. A special feature was implemented into the regulation
relating to the necessity of effective access to an Internet connection as well as relevant IT equipment
enabling participation in online meetings, including audio and video streaming.
In line with this, the online form of the course was modified to extend the scope of recruitment
and to remove the additional costs of participation, where travel and accommodation was regarded
as an important restriction, especially in the case of students from abroad.
Special attention of the team has been focussed on the practical elements of the course. The physical
separation of the students and lecturers required a dedicated attitude towards the prepared activities.
At the same time, all previously planned visits and meetings were cancelled.
The lecturers were obliged to review the student materials to bring them in line with the new form
of the course.
For the online course, the curriculum has been modified. It was decided to organise the course with
lectures in the afternoons. Taking into account the thematic structure, it was assumed that the course
would include 7 afternoon meetings, which would be carried out over a period of 3 weeks (October 18
– November 4, 2021)

4.3. Practical Part of the Online Course Challenge
The practical part of the course for students was very difficult to implement during the Covid-19 period
in online mode. Based on the previous experience of the GMU team, the following elements
were provided:
1.

Practical exercises on the navi simulators at GMU;

2.

Virtual practical parts (four training movies);

3.

Team building game.

Considering the first element, several scenarios were prepared on two different simulators
which are installed in the Navigational Department of GMU and all exercises were recorded for further
using during online meetings.
Due to specific task – cruiser approaching and mooring operations – both full mission bridges and ECDIS
electronic charts were used to prepare some movies and pictures. All exercises were prepared
and performed by the students of the sixth semester of the Navigation Department Gdynia Maritime
University. In the planned exercises, the students performed all manoeuvring operations in parallel
on four ships on four independent navigational bridges.

K-Sim – full mission bridge simulator Kongsberg
The students prepared the scenario showing the basic operations performed on cruisers during
approaching the port area, during pilotage and mooring in the passenger terminal. They performed
routine manoeuvring operations using two models of cruisers and additional assisting vessels – pilot
and tugboats – which are normally used in such port operations.

Figure 10. Full Mission Bridge Kongsberg – view from the cruiser during departure from New York

Source: Author P. Wilczyński

Figure 11. Pilot boat approaching the cruiser

Source: Author P. Wilczyński

Figure 12. Conning panel – used during manoeuvring operations

Source: Author P. Wilczyński
All manoeuvrings were performed using all the necessary navigational equipment to monitor
and control the navigational passage plan. All navigational bridges were equipped with modern
navigational systems such as radar with ARPA, ECDIS, DGPS and communication system GMDSS,
making it possible to establish communication between all parties – ships, port authorities, pilots
and the passenger terminal.
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Figure 13. Radar and ARPA, picture from the cruiser

Source: Author P. Wilczyński
Additionally, all the models of cruisers used during the exercises were equipped with typical propellers
used on normal, real ships. The operators (students) could manoeuvre with this model similarly
to in normal, real conditions with all interaction between the models and environment around – waves,
currents,. wind, etc.
The students chose the New York area to show the unmooring operations of one cruiser,
while the second approached the pilot station and continued the passage plan to berth with a pilot.

Figure 14.Cruiser – departure from New York

Source: Author P. Wilczyński

Forties – full mission bridge simulator
During the scenario, students planned an approaching operation to the IJmuiden sea lock –
on approach to the Port of Amsterdam.
Using the navigational systems and the cruiser’s propulsion systems, they approached to the lock with
the pilot, then turned in the middle of port channel and proceed to the planned berth in the passenger
terminal. During all operations, students using all the ship’s systems to perform all mooring operations
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safety.

Figure 15. Pilot boat followed by cruiser to the sea lock in IJmuiden

Source: Author P. Wilczyński

ECDIS – TRANSAS simulator
This simulator was used to prepare voyage plans using electronic charts, and basic functions
for planning navigational routes. Considering the cruiser’s main parameters such as overall length,
breadth, draft, and air draft, basic stages of the approaching, pilotage and mooring operations were
planned. All information and remarks necessary for the navigators were recorded directly on the charts
to be used later during the passage.

167°

/ 338
158
LOB

128°

UKC Alongside:
Minimum depth departure:
9.4m
Maximum draught expected: 8.5m
Height of Tide on Arrival: 6.5m Flood
Minimum expected UKC:
7.4m

Tugs:
One compulsory TUG
Working Channel VHF 08/10

Contingency:
- Berth Where Possible
- Drop Anchor / Call Tugs

Swing Circle 555m

Figure 16. Basic information on navigational charts during mooring operation
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Source: Author P. Wilczyński
While preparing for the practical exercises, all of the scenarios were streamed through the different
online meeting platforms several times – due to the high quality of the pictures to be streamed
from the cameras, the amount of data transferred to the online meeting platform caused transmission
interruptions and the image was unreadable.
Finally, the teams decided to record all of the exercises using 2–3 GoPro cameras and took pictures
and print screens from the simulator. This pre-prepared media was used during the online meetings
on the Zoom platform with comments for consideration of all of the presented pictures and movies.
The online meetings were interactive; the students could exchange observations and experience
gained during the simulator and ECDIS exercises.
The second element was the Virtual Practical Part prepared by GMU specialists in the form of four
training movies (http://johhana.im.umg.edu.pl/). The key idea was to present the elements of cruise
sector practise. All Issues were narrated by the lecturers. The following moves were prepared:


Cruise ships pre-visit checks, approaching, anchoring & berthing: the movie presents
all crucial elements of servicing the cruise vessel in the port. Information was presented
based on a real call of a cruise in the Port of Gdynia.



Cruise ship entrance check-in & documents: the training movie presents all of the
required documentation on the vessels.



Small cruise ships – study visit (Horyzont II): virtual tour through the key functional
elements of the Horyzont II vessel.



Online simulator training: Cruise ship pre-visit checks, approaching, anchoring &
berthing.

A dedicated webpage has been prepared for virtual practical parts and linked to the main Johanna
project website. Thanks that, open access to the movies were assured.

Figure 17. Virtual Practical Part of the online cruise management course
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Source: johanna.website/johanna-cruise-management-course-virtual-practical-part/
The inability to meet personally also made it necessary to prepare activities that would help in building
personal relations between the participants. A team building game was proposed in the framework
of the “Cooperation and team training” part of the course. the main challenge was to engage
all students and create team spirit online!
The lecture that was held digitally also had to involve the participants, so it was decided to first talk
about the importance of teamwork and cooperation and also to give some good examples of how
to do this in a simple way, then focus on a digital version of social activity.
We used the digital platform Zoom for the course, and one of the functions in this platform is the ability
to divide the participants in smaller groups, so during the social activity we used this to create smaller
groups.
Each group got the same tasks to carry out for approx. 1 h in total.
Tasks:


Agree on a Team name,



Agree on a spokesperson in the group – for presentation in the end of the session,



Solve 8 tricky questions – creative answers are allowed (the questions were presented in the
chat),



Before the end of the session – take a ”creative” team picture and share it in the chat together
with your team name,



Presentation of your results/answers. Each group has 5 minutes.

With the little time we had for adjustments, this way of working with team training worked surprisingly
well and I think the participants appreciated getting involved, and hopefully we managed to give them
inspiration for further challenges involving cooperation and team training skills.
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4.4. Technical Requirements & IT Support
The Covid-19 outbreak starting in 2019 caused significant disturbances to health care systems,
the global economy, social events, and individuals. Among these, travel restrictions between nations
and within called for cancelling countless meetings, including classes at all levels of the education
system. Luckily, or not, various technologies have been developed to the point in which vast numbers
of these meetings could be held remotely, via computers, smartphones, and dedicated applications,
including Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and Click Meeting, to name a few. Without modern technologies,
far more activities around the globe would have come to a standstill. On the other hand,
social life in the form of face-to-face meetings is an important aspect of one’s activities
that can be replaced by a remote presence only to a limited extent. This can vary depending
on individual traits and cultural setup, among other factors. As a matter of fact, it has been argued that
being present at some events can boost one’s career, but some felt relieved at not having to commute
to work-related meetings that were held remotely in the end.
Nevertheless, this situation in which learning activities are shifted to cyberspace is also an opportunity
to learn. Being prepared for the classes is an important aspect of the teaching process, not only from
a purely educational point of view (knowing what topics to cover and how to do so), but also from
a technical one. The latter consists in having all teaching materials, notes, and handouts prepared
for one’s class, and being prepared from the IT perspective – especially in online classes and remote
teaching.
The forced shift towards online classes came as a surprise to many. Some were naturally better
prepared due to their previous experience in remote teaching or general familiarity with Information
Technologies (IT). Still, even the latter may have not reached their full potential due to being more
experienced in face-to-face teaching as was customary in the pre-covid era. To this end, a need arose
to outline the technical factors that shall be taken into consideration when preparing an online course.
The following have been elaborated based on the experience of the online school of cruise ship
management organised by Gdynia Maritime University as a part of the Joint staff Qualification
in SB Destinations to increase the skilled workforce in the SBS and by that ensure a sustainable
SCS development in the SBS (JOHANNA) project.
The course was delivered online in the form of lectures, workshops, practical exercises, and movies.
The following notes on practical issues in remote teaching are divided into respective sections following
the above types of classes.
Lectures in principle comprise a monologue of a facilitator supported by a presentation or white-board
notes. This can be an effective way of delivering the knowledge to a large group of students that does
not require immediate feedback from the facilitator. Thus, it is normal that one-way communication
is performed, except for a Questions and Answers (Q&A) session, usually held near the end of the
lecture.
This form requires minimum preparation from a technical point of view. Teachers normally using
presentations (.ppt[x] files) might simply share their screen showing such file, perhaps along
with the camera view on their face in order to reduce the psychological distance between the tutor
and students. It shall however be kept in mind that this requires additional data to be transferred which
might be inconvenient for students attending via a mobile network connection due to the potential
additional charges incurred.

Hardware requirements include a standard personal computer with microphone and camera
connected, although the latter can be omitted if necessary. If a whiteboard is chosen over
a presentation file, then a camera is a must and must be directed towards the board with sufficient
resolution. If two cameras are to be used, it must be assured that the remote meeting software
can handle input from both of them simultaneously. Teachers who support themselves with notes
might opt for arranging an additional screen to display these.
Software requirements include remote meeting software as well as presentation display.
Workshops comprise a form of class in which both-way communication between tutors and their
students occurs, but the latter are not normally required to use additional resources.
Due to this, the requirements from the teacher’s side remain similar to those for lectures. However,
additional hardware is required on the students’ side, who must be capable of communicating
with the teacher – that means a microphone will be necessary.
It is of utmost importance that the students are informed that a kind of both-way interaction
might be expected from them, and that they are prepared for it by, i.e. attending the class from home
or a similar space where they can communicate freely. This may exclude, i.e. libraries and study rooms.
Practical exercises held remotely may sound a bit off, but in online classes they would consist in more
close interactions between the tutor and the students. Herein, the former would provide the latter
with certain type of exercises and will expect these to be completed, perhaps within the timeframe
of the class. Such a setup calls for a prior preparation of the exercise, sharing the relevant hyperlink
with the students either before the class or during it, as well as making sure that the access
to the relevant files is setup correctly.
Similar to workshops, the students must be informed of the required setup in advance.
As certain materials might require the students to take action, they shall be warned against attending
the class from mobile devices such as smartphones in favour of laptops or personal computers.
This should provide them with a screen big enough to view and interact with the materials as well as
an input – touchpad, touchscreen or a mouse.
In order to control the students’ progress, an additional screen or device may be required. If the latter
option is chosen, the other device must log into the meeting using other credentials than the original
one, which must be taken into account whenever measures to restrict access to the meeting have been
undertaken.
Movie clips, once prepared, have even fewer requirements than lectures. Movies can be shared
with students in advance without real-time interaction with the tutor and played at any opportunity.
However, it must be noted that movies embedded in a presentation file may not always be played,
depending on the settings of the software or the file itself. This effect can be tested by opening
the presentation file on different computers before the class.
Above all, general rules of remote interaction shall be observed at all times. These are summarised
below.
With the lack of non-verbal communication in the class, tutors shall be particularly observant
of maintaining contact with the students. However, it must be noted that a lack of contact
with a particular student does not necessarily mean that they are not paying attention to the class.
They may be having a technical issue or not be able to respond due to social expectations. In particular,
tutors must be aware that not all students feel comfortable with turning their cameras
on due to a possible unfavourable environment (in their background).
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The software used for the online classes must be communicated in advance as some of this software
may require to be installed or registered beforehand (not available in a web browser).
This shall also be tested particularly by the tutor against potential compatibility issues (microphones
being undetected by the software, etc.). Most of the contemporary remote meeting software
has a rather self-explanatory interface, but emergency assistance shall always be provided
and available to the teachers throughout the entire class. Hyperlinks to the classes shall be distributed
to the potential students well in advance, especially for the non-regular meetings. If necessary, they
shall be re-sent minutes prior to the class via email so as to appear on the top of the student’s inbox.
Most of the remote meeting software has relatively low hardware requirements that are usually
met by most market-available devices.
Classes held online may be vulnerable to unwanted guests attempting to interrupt it. Measures
shall be undertaken to limit the risk of such incidents through access limitation, pre-registration,
and maintaining the technical personnel ready to step in and remove those who are not behaving
properly from the meeting. It must be kept in mind that this is not normally a teacher’s job
and the latter should rather focus on the teaching rather than housekeeping.
Below are some examples of software and webpages that can be used for certain aspects of remote
classes.


Remote meetings in general: Zoom; Microsoft Teams; Click Meeting; Google Meet;
Discord.



Distribution of handouts: Google Docs, Google Forms, Google Sheets, Dropbox



Group workshops: diagrams.net; topia.io



Distribution of movies: youtube.com.

It must be kept in mind that some features of the software may only be available in premium versions,
the cost of which is normally to be covered by the teaching institution. Some students
may need access to user accounts in other services, such as gmail.com.
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Chapter 5
CMS Online Course
(Bremerhaven/Gdańsk/Gdynia/Stralsund)
5.1. Promotion Activities & Recruitment
In the period from April to December 2021, numerous promotional activities of the Johanna project
took place, consistent with the assumptions of the promotion strategy.
Posts were regularly posted on the Johanna fanpages:
Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/johannaisgreat) and
Instagram (https://www.instagram.com/johannais_great/).
Posts and 24h stories were published at least once a week and were related to current events taking
place in the project. An addition to them was consistent graphics or a promotional video created
in 2021.
The Instagram account was consistent in terms of the campaign. There is a link in the BIO that takes
recipients directly to a page with information about the Cruise Management Course
and to the registration form: http://johanna.website/summer-school-cruise-management-course/
A total of 17 posts were developed (incl. profiles of people involved in the Johanna course, interviews,
reports).
A campaign promoting the Virtual Cruise Management Course was organised from September.
For this purpose, the design of a layout that is coherent with the visual identification – graphics
for social media, website and certificates for participants – was commissioned.
The campaign was targeted at people interested in developments in education and the maritime
industry. The main focus of the campaign was about elucidating cross-border cooperation
and highlighting the importance of “togetherness” in the aspect of sustainability and diversity.
Information in Polish about the course was also disseminated on the Facebook page of the Media
Dizajn Association (the account is followed by 1363 people). The campaign achieved some very good
results in the Baltic countries.
A campaign was organised based on, inter alia, on:





presentation of the profiles of the lecturers – along with the subject (short bio, photo);
promotion on social media;
purchase of advertising on information portals;
posting information about the training in groups with a similar profile (annex).

A promo video showing landscapes of the Baltic Sea, the ideas of the Johanna project and information
about recruitment to the Cruise Management Seminar: From July 21, the film reached a total of 5,686
viewers. The target set includes: people from Germany and Poland (Germany: Rostock (+40 km),
Schwerin (+40 km), Stralsund (+40 km) Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Poland: Gdańsk

(+40 km) Pomeranian Voivodeship; Szczecin (+40 km) West Pomeranian Voivodeship; Świnoujście –
Wolin West Pomeranian Voivodeship) with interests, among others: Education, Cruise Ships,
Management or manager.

Figure 18. Promotion of CMS Course

Source: GMU
Graphic project with the slogan “Serious cruise managers with salt in their hair”.
It reached 7,714 Facebook users. 3. The graphic project with the slogan “Guide on board and shore side
events” is popular on Instagram – it received 58 likes in just two days.
In relation to recruitment, following the guidelines that were included in the scope of the project
and the Terms and Conditions, a questionnaire was created in Google Doodle for the purpose
of registering those interested in participating in the JOHANNA project course “Joint Qualification of
Staff in South Baltic Destinations To Ensure A Sustainable Scs Development In The Sbs”. The project
partners and the members of the Gdynia Maritime University team encouraged students to participate
in the event and the dedicated Cruise Management course during their classes. Information regarding
participation was also sent to the University’s student clubs.
Promotional posters were placed in all faculties of Gdynia Maritime University. Faculty websites were
also used to encourage the maximum number of students possible to participate. Information about
the Summer School was also posted on the main website of the University and its Facebook profile.
Thanks to the efforts of our leading partner, we received applications from the Baltic Fishing Fleet State
Academy in Kaliningrad, as well as the Admiral Makarov State University of Maritime and Inland
Shipping in Saint Petersburg.
Thanks to our Stralsund partner, we received applications from Hochschule Stralsund students.
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Figure 19. Structure of students of CMS Online Course (number)

Source: GMU
The promotional campaign at Gdynia Maritime University resulted in 21 candidates expressing interest
in participating in the course.
The pandemic and the related restrictions on travelling to Poland from other countries
led to the reorganisation of the Summer School into an online Cruise Management course.
Promotional materials were created and posted on social media channels to reach new potential
participants.
Those students who expressed interest were required to complete a questionnaire containing
questions concerning their current study year, programme and university. In response, they received
basic information about the course.
Course participants received an email message containing an activation link to the ZOOM platform,
along with a class schedule and list of teachers. They were then able to participate in the classes upon
logging in.
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5.2. Launching and Implementation of the Course
In line with the original intent, the classes taught as part of the Online Cruise Management Seminar
commenced on 18 October 2021. Nearly 60 students from various Baltic states attended the first day
of the course.
It began with opening speeches by Gdynia Maritime University Rector Prof. Adam Weintrit, Project
Manager Gunnar Platz (Planco) and GMU Project Manager Prof. Henryk Śniegocki. The opening lecture
was given by the rector of Hochschule Bremerhaven, Alexis Papathanassis.
The participants met with their instructors over the course of six afternoon sessions. Unfortunately,
the attendance decreased over time, averaging 28 students.
The classes were taught by seven lecturers who represented the various JOHANNA project partners,
as well as five external experts. Regardless of who was responsible for teaching a class, University staff
was present to assist the lecturers (particularly the external experts) in matters related
to both the subject matter and technical aspects.
The lecturers made frequent references to the practical segments of the course, which undoubtedly
helped increase the appeal of the classes.
The final class took place on 4 November 2021. After thematic classes taught by University staff,
the remaining meetings focussed on summarising the material and discussions with students regarding
their opinions on the curriculum. The closing meeting was hosted by the coordinator
of the Cruise Management Seminar, Prof. Maciej Matczak.

5.3. Students’ final assessment & graduation
Evaluation is an important element of improving a process, and in this case the teaching process.
Evaluation results facilitate correct decision-making in regard to necessary changes, improvements
and enhancements made to teaching curricula and materials, and also regarding the forms
of education, teaching staff and organisational matters. Aspects which can be evaluated include:
education quality assessment, course curriculum assessment, teacher expertise, course organisation,
teaching materials assessment, course satisfaction assessment, learning outcomes assessment,
as well as various other aspects, depending on the needs of the organisers.
In practice, there are five main types of evaluation, which differ as to when they are conducted and
their purpose: 1) ad-hoc evaluation (unplanned, conducted during a course); 2) ex-ante evaluation
(planned and conducted before a course); 3) ongoing evaluation (planned and conducted during
a course); 4) midterm evaluation (planned, conducted halfway during a course); 5) ex-post evaluation
(planned, conducted after a course).
The most desirable and common evaluation model used in teaching is three-step evaluation,
i.e. combining the ex-ante, midterm and ex-post methods. Obviously, this requires a great deal of effort
from the organising team, which is required to develop the appropriate evaluation tools,
while also ensuring their correct application and conducting a statistical and descriptive analysis
of the results.
An evaluation can be conducted using various tools, including questionnaires, multiple-choice tests,
written examinations, oral examinations, assignments, presentations, etc. The choice of evaluation
tools and methods depends on a variety of factors, the most important of which are the purpose
of the evaluation, the tools which are available (online quizzes, written quizzes), organisational aspects
(access to classrooms), technical aspects (access to computers, the Internet, software, etc.), teaching
resources (qualified teaching staff), as well as the type of participants (business owners, university
students, school students, etc.), course model (in-class, online, hybrid) and numerous other factors.
An important element of the teaching process is the evaluation report, which summarises the learning
outcomes. Of key importance to the evaluation process is to predefine the requirements imposed
on the participants in order to ensure that they are aware of the tasks they are expected to perform
to successfully complete the course and receive a certificate confirming their new skills, knowledge
and qualifications. Ex-ante and ex-post evaluation motivate course participants to study and compete
with one another, and most importantly, it necessitates mastering the course material so that the final
score is higher than before the course began. Higher scores in ex-post examinations in comparison
to ex-ante exams indicate that the expected learning outcomes have been achieved as a result
of the course. It should be noted that some course organisers set the minimum values which should
be achieved so that the increase can be treated as positive.
The Cruise Management Summer Course utilised two types of evaluation – ongoing and ex-post.
The ongoing evaluation of course participants involved assignments given by the teachers, ranging
from filling out port documentation, shorex time management, calculating the time needed for a coach
journey, walking tour time calculation, calculating the unit price of participating in a shorex (Annex 3),
as well as oral quizzes. Selected examples of assignments used in the course can be found
in the annexes. As part of the ex-post evaluation, all course participants were required to carry out
their own projects involving the development of a tourism package for travellers arriving in a seaside

area aboard a cruise ship (Annex 1). Special attention had to be paid to tailoring the programme
to specific tourist groups (market segments), and adapting the difficulty level, time and tourist
attractions to a selected group of potential visitors. The participants were also required to plan the
budget of their tourism package, taking into account all of the variables which may affect its unit price
(Annex 2 and 4).
The results of the evaluation conducted as part of the pilot Cruise Management Summer Course
confirmed that the participants:


acquired the skills necessary to conduct comparative analyses of the attractiveness of tourism
packages offered by cruise ship and tour operators in seaside tourist resorts;



mastered task planning in relation to creating tourism packages for various cruise ships visiting
seaside regions;



acquired the knowledge of assessing the readiness of sea ports to accommodate cruise ships;



learned the cruising market terminology;



acquired knowledge of cruise ship and passenger accommodation in sea ports, including
the documents required by sea port authorities;

In summation, it should be emphasised that evaluation plays an important role in the decision-making
process related to the methods, techniques and tools used to achieve the stated goals, i.e. in the case
of course and other educational endeavours, to the achievement of the expected learning outcomes
by course participants and their satisfaction with participation in such forms of training.
The course ended with the awarding of certificates designed by Media Dizajn – our partner
from Szczecin (Annex).
The certificates were signed by the Gdynia Maritime University team project leader, Dr Henryk
Śniegocki, as well as the course coordinator, Dr Maciej Matczak. The functionalities of the ZOOM
platform enabled us to verify the number of participants who attended the classes. The certificates
were this awarded to 25 individuals who attended every or nearly every day of the course. These
certificates were sent by mail, or collected in person in the case of students of Gdynia Maritime
University.
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Conclusions
The development and organisation of the pilot Cruise Management Seminar Course was a major
challenge
for the JOHANNA partnership, and especially for Gdynia Maritime University. Creating the content
for the course and the organisational aspects required a great deal of effort. Of particular importance
was the effective partnership between GMU and HOST, which involved the sharing of experiences
and solutions related to organising such events.
Unfortunately, the outbreak of the pandemic during the development stage initially hindered
the completion of individual tasks, and later also rendered it difficult to make decisions related
to the form and date of the pilot course. As the original goal was to organise an in-class course (a
summer school), that was the form the organisers focussed on for a significant period of time.
However, as the pandemic restrictions were upheld, they were forced to transition to an online model.
This was particularly difficult as it required wide-ranging changes to the structure of the course.
Although the base of topics remained unchanged, the online model necessitated altering the teaching
materials and how the classes were to be taught. This was particularly cumbersome in the case
of classes that had student groups involved in solving practical problems.
The main challenge was organising the practical part of the course, which requires a great deal
of involvement from the teachers under the online model. With the use of practical elements
(simulators, a ship, port), virtual visits were created to the port, a ship and simulators. As a result,
training videos were created which are now available on the project website. This approach,
while it ensures the longevity of the project, restricts its cognitive potential.
This can be summarised by analysing the form of the course, which underwent a successful transition
from a summer school to an online course. A major advantage of the former is its higher appeal
to participants, who have the opportunity to learn first-hand about the topics discussed, including
in the form of study visits and practical classes. Participating in a summer school facilitates networking
between participants and allows them to meet the teachers in person. This was supposed
to be facilitated by meetings and participation in group activities which were planned to take place
during the course. On the other hand, attending a summer course, particularly in the case of foreign
students, involves additional costs (although the course itself was free), which include travel
and accommodation costs. As a result, the number of potential participants is limited.
Regardless of the form of the course, its content base proved appropriate, and also allowed a relatively
expedient transition from in-class to remote learning. Particularly important in this context
was the selection of the appropriate instructors, both academics and external experts, possessing
the necessary knowledge and practical experience. It appears that staffing is the issue which will
determine whether the course can be implemented in other locations.
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Annex
Annex 1. Example of a task for participants of the CMS

Using the attached program pattern, try to plan a one- or two-day shorex
in the city or coastal region of your choice for a specific group of cruise
travellers. Adapt the program of attractions to the group of cruise
travellers.
Logotype/Name/Address
of a Tour Operator and/or
Travel Agency
& Insurance Company

Title of the shore excursion
Travel route: …………………..
Time and place of meeting: …………………..
Date of shorex: …………………..
Number of participants: …………………..
Accommodation: (Address of the hotel) …………………..
Catering: (apply abbreviations: BB, HB, FB, ALL) ………………
Means of transportation: …………………..
Insurance: Yes/No
Travel guide: Yes/No

1st Day (Enter the day of the week and the date)
08.00
08.00–10.00
10.00–12.00
12.00–13.00
And so on…

Collection of tour participants on the berth in the sea port
Transfer from … to …..
Visiting the museum / church etc.
Lunch …

2nd Day (Enter the day of the week and the date)
………….

Additional information:
Alternatively, you can add information about the most important attractions on the route and
practical, important details regarding the organisation of the shore excursion.

We wish you a nice trip!

Annex 2. Example of a task for participants of the CMSC

Prepare a price calculation of this Shorex per person using the attached calculation
formula.
CALCULATION OF A TRAVEL PACKAGE PER PERSON
Name of the shorex
Duration of the shorex
Number of travellers
(N)

0
1
ACCOMODATION

Date from – to

o

N of
nights

Price per
person

0

0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

0

0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

0

0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

Costs for accommodation per person

0.00 EUR

City/hotel name

Costs

CATERING
Date from – to

Place of meal

Margin 20%
(20% of TCPP)
0.00 EUR

Costs

0 0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

0 0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

Costs for catering services per person

0.00 EUR

Costs for programme per person

Costs of a guide per
person (CPG / N)

Price per
person

0.00 EUR

PROGRAMME OF ATTRACTIONS
City/kind of
attraction

Costs of
accommodation
Costs of catering
Costs of programme
Costs of transportation
Remuneration
Costs per group (CPG)

of
meals

0 0.00 EUR

Date from – to

TRAVEL GUIDE
Services

No

Costs

TRANSPORTATION
Costs

Services

Costs

0.00 EUR

Accommodation for a bus driver

0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

Catering for a bus driver

0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

Costs of car parks

0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

Costs of toll roads (etc.)

0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

Costs of transportations (km *
price/km)

0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

Costs per group (CPG)

0.00 EUR

Costs for transportation per
person (CPG / N)

0.00 EUR

NET COSTS PER PERSON
Services

Costs

0.00 EUR

Accommodation

0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR
0.00 EUR
0.00 EUR
0.00 EUR
0.00 EUR

Catering
Programme
Transportation
Insurance per person
Travel guide

0.00 EUR
0.00 EUR
0.00 EUR
0.00 EUR
0.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

VAT 23 %
(23% of the Margin)
0.00 EUR

TOTAL COSTS PER PERSON (TCPP)

0.00 EUR

PRICE PER PERSON (TCPP + Margin +VAT)
0.00 EUR

Annex 3. Example of a task for participants of the CMSC

What is the price of this travel package? Remember about the
margin & taxes.
Calculate the price of a travel package per person by assumptions:
 Destination:
Gdynia – Malbork – Gdynia


Number of people:

40 + 1 + 1



Duration:

1 day



Price for catering:

Lunch = 15 EUR/person



Prices for programme events:
o Ticket to museum
o Music concert

= 5 EUR/person
= 20 EUR/person



Travel guide (remuneration)

= 100 EUR /day



Bus transfer GDY-MAL-GDY

= 15 EUR / km

(Distance from GDY to MAL 100 km)

Annex 4. Example of a tourist package prepared by a participant of the CMSC

Nemo Inc.
Morska 54, 81-662 Gdynia,
Poland
Telephone: +48 512 665 423
Insurance Company: Interrisk
Inc.
Polska 72, 09-222 Warsaw,
Poland

GOING TO HEL
Gdynia – Hel
0930 (UTC+1) (half past nine a.m.),
Aleja Jana Pawla II 2, behind the Kapitan Cook restaurant
near the Basen I Prezydenta
Date of the shorex:
25–26 June 2022
Number of participants:
20
Hotel Baltic Sands, Żeromskiego 13, 84-150 Hel
Accommodation:
BB
Catering:
Means of transportation: passenger vessel – MV Agat, bus
Yes
Insurance:
Travel guide:
Yes

Travel route:
Time of meeting:
Place of meeting:

PROGRAMME
1st Day (Saturday, 25 June)
09.30
10.00–11.05
11.10–11.20
12.30
12.40–14.00
14.10–15.10
15.30–17.00
17.10–21.00
21.30–…

Collection of tour participants on the berth in the sea port
Transfer from Gdynia to Hel
Bus transfer to the hotel
Collection of tour participants in front of the hotel
Visiting the seal centre and seal feeding show
Visiting the lighthouse in Hel
Visiting the Museum of Coastal Defence
Free – time for spending on the beach
Collection at the hotel and an evening with the rest of the tour participants
– sea shanties,
sea stories

2nd Day (Sunday, 26 June)
08.00–10.00
10.30
10.30–10.40
11.00–12.05
12.20–14.00

Breakfast
Check out of the hotel
Bus transfer to the berth
Transfer from Hel to Gdynia
Dinner in a restaurant in Gdynia

12.20–14.00
14.00– 15.00
15.00

Visiting the Gdynia Aquarium
Sightseeing of the Port of Gdynia
Free – time and end of the shorex

Additional information:
Alternatively, you can add information about the most important attractions on the route and
practical, important details regarding the organisation of the shore excursion.

M/V Agat

Seal Centre in Hel

Hotel – Baltic Sands

Aquarium in Gdynia

Accommodation:
Baltic Sands Hotel *** (3–4 bedrooms)
The price includes:








hotel accommodation,
the cruise from Gdynia to Hel and from Hel to Gdynia,
snacks and drinks during the cruise, according to the offer
breakfast at the hotel,
pilot care,
insurance of TU Europa SA (accident insurance, KL, assistance and luggage),
entrance tickets to attractions.

Attention! Obligations:




negative COVID-19 test or vaccination certificate,
masks and disinfectant liquid,
student ID.

We wish you a nice trip!
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CALCULATION OF THE TRAVEL PACKAGE
Name of the shorex
Duration of the shorex
Number of travellers
(N)

Going to Hel
2
20
ACCOMODATION

Date from – to

City/hotel name

No of
nights

Saturday 25 June –
Sunday 26 June

Baltic Sands

1

Price
per
person

Costs

60.00
EUR

60.00 EUR

Costs for accommodation per person

60.00 EUR

CATERING
Price
N of
per
meals
person
o

Date from – to

Place of meal

Saturday 25 June –
Sunday 26 June

Baltic Sands, Hel

1

6.00
EUR

6.00 EUR

Sunday 26 June

restaurant, Gdynia

1

8.00
EUR

8.00 EUR

Costs for catering services per person

14.00 EUR

PROGRAMME OF ATTRACTIONS
City/kind of
Date from – to
attraction
Seal Centre
Saturday 25 June

Costs

TRANSPORTATION
Costs

Services

Costs

3.00 EUR

Accommodation for a bus driver

60.00 EUR

Saturday 25 June

Lighthouse

2.00 EUR

Catering for a bus driver

50.00 EUR

Saturday 25 June

Museum of Coastal
Defence

3.00 EUR

Costs of car parks

10.00 EUR

Saturday 25 June

Gdynia Aquarium

6.00 EUR

Costs of toll roads (etc.)
Costs of transportations (km *
price/km)

14.00
EUR

Costs for programme per person

180.00 EUR

Costs for transportation per
person (CPG / N)

9.00 EUR

NET COSTS PER PERSON
Costs

Services

Costs of
accommodation

0.00 EUR

Costs of catering
Costs of programme
Costs of transportation
Remuneration

60.00 EUR

14.00 EUR

Catering

14.00 EUR

14.00 EUR

Programme

14.00 EUR

9.00 EUR

Transportation

9.00 EUR

0.00 EUR

Insurance per person

0.00 EUR

Travel guide

1.85 EUR

37.00 EUR

Costs of a guide per
person (CPG / N)

1.85 EUR

19.77 EUR

VAT 23 % (23% of the Margin)
24.32 EUR

Costs

Accommodation

Costs per group (CPG)

Margin 20%
(20% of TCPP)

60.00 EUR

Costs per group (CPG)

TRAVEL GUIDE
Services

0.00 EUR

TOTAL COSTS PER PERSON (TCPP)

98.85 EUR

PRICE PER PERSON (TCPP + Margin +VAT)
142.94 EUR

Annex 5. Certificate

Annex 6. Draft programme (onsite)

Annex 7. Final programme (online)
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Annex 7. Cruise Management Online Course – Poster

